ENGLISH SONGS

By SIR CHARLES V. STANFORD
2151 WINDY NIGHTS (R. L. Stevenson)
   'A song of movement.'—Near East

By COLIN TAYLOR
2143 THE DOWNS (John Galsworthy)

By JOHN IRELAND
2129 BED IN SUMMER (R. L. Stevenson)
   In two keys: Low Voice in F, High Voice in A♭

By W. G. WHITTAKER
2138 DREAM SONG (Walter de la Mare)
2139 THE SHIP OF RIO (Walter de la Mare)

By FRANCIS TOYE
2157 IN FIFTH MEASURES (Cornford)
2158 A HR
2161 SCA
2162 REG

By C. BACH
2170 A F
2169 RIL
2168 A G
2163 CRA
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